


RIVO Gin

The mountains, the wind, the water – We
distilled the essence of Lake Como to create a
gin worthy of this very special place.

RIVO Gin is our attempt to bottle its magic and
bring it to you.



It was an early spring day and we were once again 
looking at our lake – Lago di Como, that is. 
As it so often does, the lake was showing off its 
complete splendor: Imposing peaks surrounding 
deep blue waters and small waves glistening in the 
mellow light of the sun. The breeze tousled our hair 
as it carried the fresh scent of nature in full bloom. 
Taking it all in, we thought: There has to be a way 
to distill this beauty and bottle it forever! 
So that's what we did. 
We decided right there to create RIVO Gin.

RIVO Gin: Lake Como’s magic in a bottle



The ingredients: Foraged by hand

RIVO Gin is made by distilling 12 select botanicals,
including rare ingredients handpicked in the
meadows surrounding Lake Como.
Three times a year, expert botanists walk miles
along the lake’s mountainous slopes to harvest
them. Once they’ve found the right spots, they pick
only the best botanicals by hand. It takes lots of
time and skill, but is also a deeply satisfying labor of
love. Foraging is the art of searching for botanicals
in the wild. It reconnects you with nature and the
places where our ingredients are taken.
Most excitingly, the combination of these special
botanicals have never before been distilled into a
gin.
Thyme, lemon balm, summer savory and anise are 
among the local herbs we forage and combine with 
juniper, coriander, cardamom and angelica to 
create RIVO Gin’s unique flavour bouquet.

Officially recognised as product of 
Lake Como area.



The brand: A special gin from a special place

We wanted to create something so unique it would
be like pouring the beauty and nature of Lake
Como into a glass.
For centuries, local women have searched the 
mountainside meadows surrounding the lake for 
herbs and flowers to prepare traditional medicines 
and remedies.
While some might have claimed magical healing 
powers, we consider them potion-making pioneers.
And it is the theme of magic that inspired our
packaging and labeling.

Geometrical lines chase each other creating
abstract elements recalling two key elements of our
geography: The mountains and the waves of the
lake.
The idea was to create an identity evoking the
artisan spirit of Italy, while at the same time
ensuring brand differentiation internationally.

12 botanicals

The lake

The mountains



The product: A uniquely crafted gin

Distilled gin? Yes, each botanical individually

RIVO Gin is a distilled product proudly made in Italy. 
Using only the finest pure grain spirit, all 12 botanicals are macerated 
separately, individually distilled and then gradually assembled. These 
handpicked botanicals are worked still fresh in order to intensify the 
individual aroma. The distillation happens in small batches and using 
only the finest botanicals. There are no additives, sugars or artificial 
ingredients. RIVO Gin is 43% alcohol by volume and is made from 
Italian grain alcohol.

Tasting notes
RIVO Gin has a fresh balsamic aroma with floral and citrus notes 
accompanied by Mediterranean scents. Its taste is complex but soft, 
rich with fruity and herbal notes. It has a finish characterized by 
botanical fragrances. Thyme and lemon balm underscore its bouquet.

This combination of full body and fresh flavors makes RIVO Gin a delight 
among casual drinkers and connoisseurs alike. 
Beautifully versatile, RIVO Gin is perfect in any classic or contemporary 
cocktail.



The most awarded Italian gin



RIVO Gin is truly unique.

With a unique branding 
and a fantastic taste.



Recent press coverage



RIVO Gin è un marchio registrato di proprietà della società MAGI srl.
Tutti i diritti riservati.

info@rivogin.com

#rivogin
www.rivogin.com

www.facebook/rivogin
www.instagram.com/rivo_gin


